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Bundu Camp
12-14 August 2005
by Frans Botha

Continued ….

A week before the Bundu camp Noeksie asked me to help as she
was invited by the “Landsdiens” to attend one of their camps to
see how they do things. We took 10 kids and they were soon
known as Noeksie's kidz.
Friday:
On arriving at Hoekplaas I was greeted by a very enthusiastic redhead. “Hallo oom Frans, kan ek oom help om die tent op te slaan”
The tent was grabbed and erected in record time.
I noticed a commotion of a different kind as some kids came running from the rivers side, some crying and others covered in mud.
Leon came to the rescue and defused the situation in his own
special way “Almal in n reguit ry!” When they did not respond
quick enough to his liking “nie in ‘n bondel nie! ‘n Reguit ry!” Then
he started talking, the worst punishment for a kid at that age.

The life-line game
A bit later the kidz went to bed and the ooms and tannies sat at
the fire having coffee. Then the rain came and we rushed to keep
our kidz dry.
Saturday: At 4o’clock we were woken up by kidz talking first in a
whisper and then louder. It did not take long to realize that this
was going to be a long day… very long.
Every one got up at his own time some tried to sleep in a bit
when ....the whistle! First on the list morning prayer as well as
Awareness. Then the whistle and Breakfast. This was the last
time that Noeksie’s kidz were at the back of the queue as they
liked the open spaces and made full use of the venue.
The rest of the day the 3 groups rotated between Herman (Leader
development), Ruan (Games) and Karin at the T-shirt Painting.

The SOAPKIDZ pitching one of their tents
At last I got time to greet Noeksie and she quickly filled me in on
the events before my arrival. Our kids were in the forefront when
the mud attack started and it was clear to me that this was going
to be a long fun filled weekend!
I was quickly brought back from my dreams when I was that age
when suddenly a whistle blew. All the kidz where once again ask
to stand in a line in their respective groups. From there they were
redirected in 3 other mixed groups. Our kidz did not like this reshuffling and some even wanted to go home. We convinced them
that it was going to be fun. They played a couple of icebreakers
before they were asked to get a group name and a creative team
song.

Helping with the scoring on the leadership tasks was great fun. It
took me back to the days when they evaluated me! What were
they thinking
I was impressed by the leader ship from our kids - if only they
could keep there attention to the task at hand. But then again like
father like son. In my mind I have already adopted them!
Noeksie was “helping” at the painting of the T-shirts. Our kids
had all nice yellow shirts sponsored by AfriKing and enjoyed the
painting very much. There were some great artists among the
SOAP kidz and it was interesting to see what mission they were
on. Some T-shirts read “Nike”, “Diesel”, “Ferrari” and my personal
favourite, “sponsored by Me”

Then it was time for dinner! After the prayer and the customary
“Kos is op die Tafel! Smaaklike ete! Vrate eerste!” cries, every
one was happy to settle down with a delicious hotdog and cool
drink. It was then that my first duties of dad were called for. Pharmacist or that is how it felt when Noeksie gave me the medication
for our kidz. I then realised the condition that some of them were
in. Medication for depression, bed wetting to name a few!! What
is happening to our Kidz of today!!
Again that whistle!! Every one gathered for sing-a-longs. Then it
was time for the lifeline. Acting like a kid herself, Noeksie joined
our kidz in the fun. Being blindfolded you need to follow a line
through obstacles. Our team experts later rated this event as one
of the best on the weekend. One little girl came up to me with
droopy little eyes and asked “Oom kan ek nie maar gaan slaap
nie ek is baie moeg!” We again gathered in the lapa for sing
alongs that was closed of by Kumbaja my Lord.

The SOAP kidz with their painted T-shirts
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Ruan had his hands full trying to zap the Kidz’s energy. They
played games they had to invent as well as the better know
games like Softball.
The whistle. This time our kidz were there first for lunch but some
not alone! Some managed to get a “friend” which they have to
carry for the duration of the day with them. Some “embarrassing”
punishment for not listening earlier that day. Hamburgers also
topped the charts for the best meal.

The kidz really had a ball – and all it took was nature and some
people with huge hearts who gave their time.

The program continued with the groups rotating. This time they
make crowns to go with their T-shirts from natural items they collect in the veld.
Evening arrived again with a whistle. They sang some songs before dinner as the main event of the evening started at 21h00 lantern stalking! Special forces beware - there were some real
talent. This was followed by a night march with a difference.
Where did the Werewolves come from?
I think Ruan succeeded in his mission to tire the kids out because
there were not a lot of complaints when the kidz went to bed that
evening. Some of the adults even beat them to it. It was a cold
night and everyone slept well.
I braved the cold to go for a shower. On arrival two boys told me
that the water was very cold. I pretended that the water was nice
and warm. When they left I could hear the one saying ‘I told you
we should have waited for the water to get warmer“. I quickly
jumped out and rubbed myself warm with the towel. I will not do
that again soon!
It was great to be a Dad for these kids and I am glad that we
could have the opportunity to have some fun with them. Kids will
be kids we, as adults, should not take that from them.
It was difficult to say our goodbyes. When they left, my thoughts
were dry and my eyes moist. It does not take a lot to make them
happy. I know that they enjoyed it thoroughly as not one of them
ran to the bus when it arrived. They also learned of the love of
Jesus.
Thanks Noeks, it was great to share this weekend with them and
we will do so often in the future so come join us!! - Frans

Frans and one of the Kidz guarding the lantern

More than 2 bags of litter were picked
up by the Soapkidz making the environment a bit cleaner, a bit better for everyone. Thank you Kidz

Bergheim Bundu Bash
August 2005
by Aileen Pienaar
Weather
Very hot and humid during the day, warm in the evening but chilly
early morning.

A Big thanks to
Elise for inviting me to join their camp.
Andre for arranging the sponsorship and then for Anita, Ettiene,
Alma and Freddie for the sponsorship – the kidz loved it!
The kidz – you were super!
Frans – who really looked after the kidz as if they were his own

The river crossing had
some in tears but Little
Leon couldn’t stop talking after the two of us
got back

I wish I could say it was a garbled message on the phone but I
can’t. I understood every word. “We need to borrow your sleeping
bags this weekend for a hike and would you like to join us.”
“Sure. Not a problem. Would love to”. I still haven’t learnt yet to
ask where are we going, how long is the hike, how strenuous is
it, do we have a masseuse going with us and if not are there at
least some stretchers – you know, just in case somebody hurts
themselves.
As the days rush by, you get more information. Going to Bergheim. Not a problem – been there, done that, got the t-shirt. There
will be 22 kids going with. Not a problem – have 4 kids so what’s
the difference between 4 and 22. Boy! Some people really have to
go back to school. Need a tent. A TENT??? Tent means backpacking. Jeepers, I can hardly carry myself, now they want me to
BACKPACK!!!!
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Anyway we arrive at Bergheim on Saturday morning. Noeksie and
Hettie are unpacking the trailer with all the paraphernalia that was
begged, borrowed and uuhmm ………..loaned from the various
clubs.
The children are all gathered around Frans. As he reads from the
list of the various items that are required – back packs, sleeping
bags, torches, tents, pots, etc, the children each grab what is required.
They then had to pack their back packs. If they had problems the
adults helped out, otherwise they were left to sort it out for themselves.
Those that suffered from vertigo took a deep breathe and tried to
look brave. The others made it look so easy. But it was definitely
a time when team work was important and even without having to
give instructions, the children took on the task of helping these old
fogies up the mountain……..sorry, sorry, I mean the hill.
Once over this little section we continued on to the dam wall, and
from there we continued up the other side. That was the easy part
because from the hill, we have now graduated to the mountain.
And let me tell you something. This might not have been Kilimanjaro, or the Drakensberg Mountains, or even the Waterberg
Mountains, but it was a MOUNTAIN and a steep one at that. It
just never seemed to end. It went on and on and on and on.
Sorting out the backpacks and food
Once everybody was ready and everything sorted out, the children all clambered on the bus while we climbed into the 4x4.
Thinking they were going to take us closer to the beginning of the
trail – jippee, means less walk time – I was very surprised to see
us heading out of Bergheim and back the way we came. We were
offloaded just above the Olifantsnek Dam. Richard, our guide and
expert on archaeology, then explained the route to us. My heart
sank. I can hardly climb two flights of stairs and now we have to
climb this……….this…………mountain. Hey! At least the kids
were chirpy about it. Ahhhh to be so young and full of energy.
Thank goodness for some of the children who not only had
boundless energy, but who are working towards a specific goal.
They practically ran up the mountain, dropped their packs off and
came down again to help some of the other children. After dropping those packs off, they again, came back down to help the
more feeble adults. Me? Feel guilty? Why? They’re young, have
lots of energy, have something to prove. Nope. No guilt there.
Just extremely grateful that they were able to do it, and if they enjoy doing it why take that away from them. Alright, alright. A wee
bit of guilt.
The SOAPCREW and SOAPKIDZ ready for our first overnight hike
We started down a slope and then veered up the hill to where
there was a cave, where Richard explained about the diggings in
the cave. Unfortunately my Afrikaans is terrible at the best of
times so I could only understand a word or two, which is a pity
because it sounded very interesting. I suppose I could have asked
him to repeat it in English but at the time I was still trying to catch
my breathe.
From there we contoured around the side of the hill, if you can call
it contouring, scrambling under trees and over rocks, until we
reached a very rocky side of the hill which we had to climb.

Once everybody had reached the top and lunch had been consumed, the back packs were sorted out by the children. The
stronger ones taking the bigger and heavier back packs while us
‘weak’ ones carried the smaller packs. And then off they charged,
never to be seen again – at least not until we reached camp. Not
sure if I wanted to kill them or be envious of their youthful exuberance.
From there the trail wasn’t too bad. Yes, it still went up. As the
majority of hikers know, you never reach the top, because there is
always another climb, but it was a gradual gradient and it undulated somewhat so it wasn’t too bad. I think the worse thing was
not knowing what the distance was, so it was difficult to calculate
how much further you still had to walk…………or is that trudge.
…...
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Eventually we reached the campsite. I firmly believe that regardless of what condition the camp site was in, it would have been a
beautiful campsite but we were in luck. It was a beautiful campsite
with a stream flowing down and lots of rocks. Big rocks, small
rocks, minute rocks and they all seemed to find their way under
your sleeping bag. Due to the very rocky terrain, we weren’t able
to put up all the tents, but it was a beautiful evening, didn’t look
like rain, so we weren’t too fazed about that.

Thereafter we left our little hideaway, worked our way down the
mountain and headed for camp where Hettie and Alfie had provided a pot of pap and wors for lunch.
My muscles were very sore after the hike and my legs looked like
they had been through the wars but it was a good weekend. The
kids were great – better mannered and better behaved then mine
– the adults were great, also better mannered and better behaved
than mine and the pain and suffering was worth it each time I
heard a child gurgle with laughter or running around playing instead of sitting with their noses glued to either the t.v. or the computer screen.

After a ‘lecture’ from Frans about finding a decent place to put
their sleeping bags and sorting their things out before the sun set,
the kids rushed around doing what needed to be done. Stoves
and pots had to be hauled out so that dinner could be prepared.
Macaroni and Toppers. Enough said on that score.
Because the pots were quite big and it took a while for the water
to boil it was quite late before we had dinner. But by then we were
all pretty relaxed, getting to know one another, getting to know the
kids, contemplating how lucky we were and how much we have to
be grateful for. The kids, of course, still had excess energy so
they were playing around, cooling off in the stream and helping
out with the cooking.
After dinner and much merriment around the gas lamp, we all decided to hit the sack.
The follow morning was quite chilly with ominous looking clouds in
the sky, which thankfully, soon cleared up. Because we were so
close to ‘base camp’, the decision was made to spend some time
there before heading down. I must admit, it made a nice change
not having to rush in the morning, packing gear away and cleaning up before heading back home.
Noeksie loves sunrises, so naturally she is up bright and early
and with a bunch of other early risers, they disappear over the
crest to watch the sun rise. Karen and I, we decide that the sun
will come in our direction so we’ll just wait it out. We don’t have to
see it first. (Maybe if I moved my butt a bit more often, I wouldn’t
always suffer so much on these ‘easy’ hikes.)

Amazing how quickly people learn about what is not important
when back packing. (At least most people do, others still need to
learn that you don’t have to take a weeks supply of food for two
days.) While we continued our packing and cleaning up, the kids
were all over the mountain, calling for Fluffy. Can you imagine
them screaming down the hill if Fluffy actually answered them.

Thanks guys, children and adults, for a super weekend and for all
your help. Without that, I would never have been able to accomplish what I did. And a big thank you to the children for showing
me that you can bounce back from adversity and that there is so
much more to life than your own pathetic little world. My thanks to
Frans and Noeksie who invited me, to Richard and Alan who entertained me, to Tilly who made me realise that there are real people with real
problems
and to Karen
for keeping
me company—
Aileen

Over 7 bags of rubbish was
picked up by the soapkidz
on this trip.
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Klipriviersberg
11 September 2005
By Jeanine Rose
It was wonderful to see Adventure racers and the Orienteering
people together with the SOAP organisers spending so much of
their own time to organise an event of this calibre to give some of
the less priviliged children in their community an outing.
It was heart warming to see the boys and girls from the Abraham
Kriel home in Langlaagte learning to read topography maps, fishing out where north, south, east and west was. Orientating themselves and finding bearings on the hiking trails.

The soon to be
“Professionals”

I saw caring and interested volunteers quiding the children on the
routes and nuturing and “giving” into their lives. Together they
were also on a clean-up campaign in the reserve.

The professionals
showing the kids
how it’s done

As a first time volunteer it was worth while experience from which
I received much more than what I gave. If you are interested in
getting involved into a wonderful Sunday morning outing and
building into another child’s life, please contact SOAP at their
website .

A full 22 bags of litter and rubbish
was picked up by the SOAPKIDZ
making
South Africa a little cleaner,a little
better.
Thanks a lot guys and girls.

From my side a special thanks to:
Jeanine, for writing the report.
All the volunteers who apart from giving their time and love, don
ated money which was used to provide transport for the kidz.
The mom who donated the cold drinks and chips.
Couchman who provided the transport at a special price,
and last but not least
The kidz! You were, as usual, awesome!
Our next event! RAC orienteers invited us to the SA Orienteering
Championships at Pelindaba the 24th of September so contact us
if you’re keen to join us for a fun filled day. We are taking the kidz
from Pretoria—Noeksie

Cycad Trail
16 - 18 September 2005
Aileen Pienaar
“Jy het wat gedoen…………?”
“Die kombi vat petrol, nie diesel nie”
Well, what an auspicious start to the weekend. While the guys
stayed behind to sort out the petrol/diesel misunderstanding,
Karen, and I dashed off to the Abraham Kriel home to fetch the
children. I don’t think the kids knew what they were letting themselves in for because they all dashed out there as if they were going to the ice cream parlour. After squeezing them and their luggage in the cars we took them to Karen’s house where they were
given something to eat and drink. The men, being typical men,
hadn’t quite finished sorting the petrol/diesel situation out yet. I
mean, how hard can it be - drain the diesel out and fill it up with
petrol. Oh well. I suppose being men, they have to do things the
hard way.
Eventually everything was sorted out, the bags and food packed,
the children packed, the volunteers packed and off we went.
After arriving at our destination, the volunteers unpacked the luggage while the kids ran around exploring. Deciding that we had all
had a hectic week, that it was too late to sort things out now, that
we needed a break, etc, etc, etc, we elected to just park off
around a blazing fire, have sandwiches and coffee and just relax.
Once the kids had ran themselves ragged exploring and fighting
over who is sleeping where, they also slowly traipsed off to bed.
We all know what happens when you don’t do things the night before. So of course there was much running around the following
morning getting breakfast ready, dishing out the brand new day
packs, filling up water bottles and lunch packs and all this while
you were still trying to wake up. Bit hectic but eventually we got
going. The kids were also still trying to wake up so were a bit subdued during the first section of the trail.
Don’t know why they couldn’t stay subdued. But boys, being boys,

Continued on page 6 …..
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Just had to try and find a salamander so were forever off and running under, over, between, around boulders looking for this elusive reptile. By this time the majority of the party had gone up
ahead so I was left with these very energetic boisterous children
who didn’t know the meaning of ‘scared’. Well, I could explain it to
them in the minutest detail because I swear my heart stopped
every time they clambered over a rock, or jumped down from a
boulder or scrambled over a cliff.
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Or so we thought. A person needs to realize that a lot of work
goes into making ‘stokbrood’. You have to find a stick that is not
going to burn. You have to measure out the amount of dough
each person needs. You need to roll it out so that it can go
around the stick. You need to be able to somehow glue the darn
stuff to the stick so that it doesn’t fall off. Then you need to be
able to find an area over the braai that is not too hot or too cold
so that it can cook at a nice even temperature. That way it is neither raw nor burnt to a cinder. Please take note that ‘stokbrood’
does not taste good when it looks like charcoal. Very, very frustrating but the kids thoroughly enjoyed themselves. And it was
such a novel idea for them that they wouldn’t even wait until the
wors was cooked to put it into the ‘stokbrood’.
Not being adventurous enough, we decided to make eggs in the
shells of oranges. Haai, wanneer sal ek ooit leer om my bek te
hou?

The hikers ……..
Eventually I was saved by Karen who came back to find out where
we were. Deciding to take a short cut back to the others, we……
um……deviated somewhat and we caught up with the others a
wee bit later than we thought. (If memory serves me correctly, it
was at the camp). Tired, hungry and very thirsty. That didn’t last
for very long so after being fed, watered and rested, they were up
and running again, very intent on finding a salamander.
Cutting the oranges in half and eating them wasn’t much of a
feat. Breaking the eggs in the orange shells was quite easy. Trying to put them on the fire without burning your fingers was a little
bit more difficult. BUT trying to keep them upright so that they
wouldn’t roll over. Boy, oh boy! This is the time when your imagination has to work hard trying to figure this one out. Think I would
rather go hiking again. But it was a lot of fun and I must admit the
eggs had a lovely orangy taste to them. Maybe we should market
this idea?
Catching Salamanders
The base camp was great for kids because there were lots of
places where they could run around without doing too much damage to themselves while giving you the opportunity to catch the
breathe you lost out on the trail. And also for planning dinner.

And then of course the ultimate – dessert. Once again something new. Cut a banana in half but leave the skin on. Fill the cut
section with marshmallows and bits of chocolate, wrap it up in
tinfoil and place on the fire. Sounds quite simple doesn’t it. Well,
it wasn’t. How do you keep the banana closed without spilling
marshmallow and chocolate all over the place especially as it
was one of those last minute ideas and you don’t have enough
tinfoil. Do you put it on the braai or in the coals? How long do you
wait? How do you get it out the braai without squeezing it to
death with the tongs? Hey! You do what anybody else would do.
What you can with what you have and have fun while doing it.
Dessert was great. Very, very sweet, but great.
What a day! Walked our feet off, taxed our brains, abused our
bodies with raw or cindered dough – naturally we were exhausted. So after everybody took turns in the lovely hot showers
we all passed out.

We decided we were going to be adventurous and try
‘stokbroodjie’. As none of us had ever done this before, it was
very much a learning curve for all of us.
Fortunately Karen had already purchased the dough so it was just
a matter of putting it on a stick and shoving it in the fire

On Sunday, after dragging the kids from their beds, packing
lunches etc, we decided to try the orangy eggs again for breakfast. Well, we did it with so much panache this time, you would
think we had been doing it for years. Or maybe we were just
good!
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Volunteers and kids decided that they wanted to go and have a
look at the overnight camp while I, as usual, decided to stay behind, ostensibly to tidy camp and pack things away. By all accounts the overnight camp had an awesome shower with a glass
door so that you can look over the gorge while showering.
Once back, the combi was packed, the kids packed, the volunteers packed and off we went back home. Some of the things I
learnt was:It is pointless getting upset when things go wrong. You
need to learn how to adapt. You are never too old to learn new
things in life – making stokbrood and orangy eggs was a wonderful experience and seeing the look of satisfaction on the children’s
faces when they ate what they had made – raw or burnt was an
unforgettable experience.
That children are children the world over. They are loud, boisterous, adventurous and excitable. The screech of excitement as the
children find their elusive salamander and the team spirit involved
in trying to figure out how to make
him a home that is comfortable
was worth the heart stopping moments of watching them trying to
find him. (They were eventually
persuaded to allow the salamander to be released).
It was a wonderful weekend and I
thank Karen and Frans for having
given me this opportunity.
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Maretlwane Camp
26-27 November 2005
By Riaan Marx
On Saturday 26/11/2005 the Soap Crew packed the bus and
headed off to Danville to pick-up 19 boys for our one night camp
at Pretoria Boys High Maretlwane grounds in the Magalies berg.
The trip there was fun and we all stared bonding from the word
go.
On arrival we all divided into groups for the camp and each group
had the fun task of pitching their own tents. Although “how to”
manuals would’ve been of great help – it didn’t take the boys long
to figure out the wonder of the different colour dots on the tent
poles.

A dip in the river
A total of 5 large bags of litter
was picked up by the SOAPKIDZ.
Thank you guys and girls.

Adventure Day at Fonainebleau School
29 October 2005
By Riaan Marx
We all arrived at Fontaine Blue Primary School at 7:30 am to get
ready for a fun-filled day. The volunteers got everything ready and
shortly after 24 kids from Langlaagte Childrens home arrived and
were ready for action. We handed out the T-shirts and mixed and
matched so thateveryone had one to wear. The day was filled
with adventure sports and SOAPKidz had their own team that
participated against a team from WITS. Even the St Johns Ambulance members standing by couldn't resist the temptation of having so much fun and made up their own team.
The kids took some black bags and cleaned up the school
grounds. After a day of loads of fun there were prizes to be
handed out for the children with some eats sponsored by Aileen.
Many thanks to Aileen from Outdoor Adventures for organizing
such a great event and many thanks to all the volunteers who offered their Saturday to make this day unforgettable for the children.
Over 5 bags of litter and rubbish
were picked up by the KIDZ.
Well done guys and girls.

Lunch in the kloof was awesome! All of us were jumping off the
rocks in to the water and had a great swim. Some of the boys
had their first swimming lesson ever. We had our own little fishing
team – catching fish with their bare hands and they thought that
their lunch boxes made perfect fish tanks. We all headed back for
camp later that afternoon. The competition continued all the way
back with the black bags just getting fuller and fuller!
Back at the camp we went down to the river to swim some more.
There was a big pool inside the river where we could swim with a
slide that runs down into it. Everybody had major fun! There was
a pole that ran across the pool where we had our own little pole
walking competition. I was determined to be the pole master and
beat the boys by balancing on the pole the longest – but they all
were too determined and tested their team work skills to the limit
to get me off. Sorry to say – I had to walk way head down and
give the title up.
Dinnertime we all gathered around the fire.
We had a few future
chefs identified with
the stick bread and
boiling eggs in oranges.
The kids sat packed
around the fire waiting
impatiently to taste
their handy work.
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Later the evening Rob took the
boys out to stalk the lantern.
This kept them all busy for at
least two ours. Jacques turned
out to be the lantern thief after
all. He got within two meters of
the lantern without letting anyone noticing anything!

Sunday morning was an early rise and shine for the morning hike.
The objective was to be as quiet
as possible so that we can try
and spot some wild life. Well, as
quiet as a herd of elephants After the hike we all had some
breakfast to build our super
powers for the task ahead . . .
DE-WEEDING!!!!!

The magaliesberg area is invested with the Mexican Devil.
This plant is taking over in streams and rivers in that area and is
killing the other plantation, which
is bad for the well being of the
rivers. One of the staff at Maretlwane came to teach the boys
about the Mexican Devil and what
it looks like.
The boys set their minds to it and
the de-weeding began. The boys
worked hard and the satisfaction
of making a difference was definitely visible on their faces. Together we made a difference!
Back at the camp we
had our final swim
and slide before
lunch. After lunch we
all packed up and set
off home! All exhausted after this
wonderful weekend!!
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Bundu Babes
11 – 14 December 2005
By Jane Britz
To be in a children’s home is bad enough but being stuck there
over December holidays is even worse, especially when your
friends are talking about going to the coast with their parents or
when the majority of the children from the home are either going
home to their parents or to their “holiday” parents. That is, unfortunately, some of the sad plights that these abused, neglected
and forgotten children have to endure.
Thanks to an organisation called S.O.A.P (Sunrise on Africa’s
Peaks), girls from 4 different children’s homes could look forward
to an unforgettable camp over December. On Sunday morning,
11 December 2005, 31 young ladies arrived at the Groenkloof Nature Reserve. They were quickly baptised as “Bush-Babes” and
the adventures began.
The girls were divided into 6 groups and participated in various
group activities. One of the highlights was mountain biking. Some
of the young ladies hadn’t been on a bicycle before and had some
impressive falls, which definitely didn’t dampen their spirit.
Another highlight was the exhausting hikes – kilometre after kilometre after kilometer. The blood was pumping and if that wasn’t
enough, one team had the exhilarating experience of meeting two
snakes. Quite frightening for city girls!
The teams also played mini-Olympics and there was a lot of
laughter when “Spiesgooi” was thrown with spaghetti and paper
plates replaced javelin. Afterwards it was time for an enjoyable
‘treasure’ hunt, the treasures being worms and other insects that
the girls had to find in the veld.

Some of the less active
activities included
game-drives, the making of spritzers, bugspray, beading work
and flower arrangements. The arrangements were beautiful
and would have put any
lady at a flower arranging show to shame. A
sit-on meal where all
the arrangements were
displayed turned out a
winner.

The tables were beautifully decorated

Thanks to all the sponsors and volunteers for their contribution to
this amazing weekend. Special thanks to Karen for her hard work
and dedication in organizing this event. Once again SOAP managed to make a difference!
Motivational speakers gave the girls hope for the future. Each and
every girl could walk away with the message that she was extra
special and that she must take care of herself and her body.
A total of 2 bags of litter was picked
up by the SOAPKIDZ.
Thank you very much guys and girls
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Continued from page 8 …..
From SOAPKIDZ side:
There was plenty of time to
express emotions. A drumming group gave every girl
a drum and they loved it. A
campfire and guitar provided provided background
for some beautiful singing.

A Big thank you from the bottom of my heart to all the volunteers
and sponsors who made our first ladies camp a huge success. It
was awesome to see the volunteer’s give 110% and I can’t even
begin to describe how the little ladies changed in the 4 days, and
I’m not talking about the make-up! Their eyes were shining! Most
of them overcame a fear – whether it was cycling, hiking at night,
frog hunting, doing a belly-dance or even putting on make-up!
I realised once again that we all received a special talent - some
of the girls excelled in cycling, some of them turned out to be
gourmet cooks and then we had our budding artists and leaders.
It was a privilege to expose the girls to the various activities and
to see how they gained confidence in themselves.

Drumming

The girls are all keen to attend our next “Bundu Babes” camp as
team-leaders and they all suggested a week long camp.
In the past 8 months S.O.A.P exposed more than 500 people to
nature and believe me, we did make a difference. I hope you all
have a good rest before 2006 sticks out her head because we’re
taking 5000 people to nature next year!
One of the most important aspects of the camp was the cleanup operations. Every girl got a rubbish bag and picked up litter.
We have only one Country and we have to look after it.
What an unforgetable experience. May the work that SOAP
does, never stop. The life-lessons and experience was unbelievable for each and everyone of the girls
Jane Britz
Social worker

Contact details
Noeksie

noeksie@soapkidz.org or 083 975 2700
For general information, events and sponsorships.

Theo

theo@soapkidz.org or 082 887 2437
For general information, events and sponsorships.

Dave

dave@soapkidz.org or 082 567 4858
dsherratt@hotmail.com or 012 338 4110 (w).
For general information and newsletters.

More than 15 bags of
rubbish was collected
in this nature reserve
by the SOAPKIDZ.
Making it a little more
beautiful to hike
through.

